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Fig. 1. Re-locations are user-defined workspaces that facilitate remote collaboration with augmented reality
(AR) in incongruent spaces. The user defines the position and purpose of workspaces (blue borders) in a setup
process. A�erward, every Re-location uses an independent local coordinate system in front of (or around)
the workspace to maintain the common spatial frame of reference at this workspace. This way, remote users
can be represented (e.g., visually with avatars and auditory with spatial audio) in the remote space at the
position of the corresponding workspace with the same purpose.

Augmented reality (AR) can create the illusion of being virtually co-located during remote collaboration, e.g.,

by visualizing remote co-workers as avatars. However, spatial awareness of each other’s activities is limited

as physical spaces, including the position of physical devices, are often incongruent. Therefore, alignment

methods are needed to support activities on physical devices. In this paper, we present the concept of Re-

locations, a method for enabling remote collaboration with augmented reality in incongruent spaces. The

idea of the concept is to enrich remote collaboration activities on multiple physical devices with attributes

of co-located collaboration such as spatial awareness and spatial referencing by locally relocating remote

user representations to user-de�ned workspaces. We evaluated the Re-locations concept in an explorative

user study with dyads using an authentic, collaborative task. Our �ndings indicate that Re-locations introduce

attributes of co-located collaboration like spatial awareness and social presence. Based on our �ndings, we

provide implications for future research and design of remote collaboration systems using AR.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an explosive growth in the usage of synchronous remote collaboration
platforms: Video conferencing tools enable real-time audio/video communication with colleagues,
shared online editors provide access to common documents, and digital whiteboards can help
to structure and plan projects. Many of these consumer applications can be su�cient for activ-
ities where simulated face-to-face communication is satisfactory. However, these remote work
applications often lack a variety of key qualities of synchronous co-located collaboration, such
as workspace awareness, social presence, and non-verbal communication. Previous research has
investigated di�erent ways to enrich such remote work experiences with attributes of co-located
collaboration: For example, creating a common frame of reference by placing video feeds of remote
collaborators across-the-table [43], by manipulating the position, scale, and transparency of shared
content [18], and also by including shared virtual landmarks [40] have shown to enable spatial
referencing via deictic gestures or speech. Especially augmented reality – considered as a promis-
ing candidate for next-generation collaborative systems [5] – holds the potential to enrich these
remote experiences with the named qualities, e.g., by visualizing remote peers as highly-realistic
avatars [44]. Here, recent research has investigated various ways to represent remote users in 3D
space (e.g., [9, 35, 53]) in user study settings facilitated by almost architecturally identical remote
work spaces (e.g., to ensure the internal validity [40]).

However, in reality, (remote) workspaces can di�er fundamentally and incongruent physical and
spatial work environments are quite usual. This can lead to di�erent negative side e�ects such
as reduced spatial and workspace awareness or a missing frame of spatial referencing, which can
make verbal cues, deictic gestures, or the interpretation of viewing frustums or gaze indicators
ambiguous and error prone – reducing the experience of social presence and e�ciency of collab-
orative work as a whole. Additionally, such incongruences prevent the experience of proxemics
of social interaction [43]. Recent research has investigated ways to align and merge incongruent
remote workspaces for virtual environments (e.g., [10, 56]). For augmented reality, latest research
has identi�ed ways to position remote peers as virtual avatars in the local space [62], however,
using a non-linear mapping of movements proved to be problematic.
In this paper, we present the concept of Re-locations – a solution approach to address the

problems of incongruent physical and spatial workspaces for synchronous remote collaboration
with augmented reality. Re-locations reduce the complexity of incongruent physical and spatial
workspaces by allowing users to perceive collaborative activities and physical movements only in
relation to user-de�ned virtually shared landmarks (called Re-locations). In contrast to previous
work that included landmarks as passive objects [40], Re-locations can also be interactive: Typical
examples include large touchscreens, interactive whiteboards, or desktop computers – locations
where local users are „physically“ and remote users are „virtually“. We intentionally decided to
include these devices into our concept to create hybrid user interfaces [13] that compensate for
the limitations of interacting with augmented reality content [21, 28] while allowing users to stick
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to common work practices. However, the Re-locations concept itself is medium-agnostic, which
means that any medium (e.g., 2D content on a display or 3D visualizations in augmented reality)
holds the potential to be included as a Re-location. Each of these Re-locations serves as the origin
of a coordinate system to determine the relative positions of the local users that are then used to
visualize their virtual counterpart on the remote site. With this, Re-locations serve as shared frames
of spatial reference for verbal, gestural, or auditory cues. This allows to shift the spatial cognition
from individual, incongruent ego-centric reference systems towards shared allocentric reference
systems. Users can freely de�ne the local position of all virtually shared landmarks (e.g., placing a
virtually shared touchscreen at a position that is locally accessible), while the relative positions of
local and remote users towards the landmark are preserved to reproduce proxemics and awareness
despite of virtual presence. The goal of these virtually shared landmarks is to preserve natural
spatial and social relationships between local and remote collaborators.
The concept of Re-locations is the foundation of an abundance of research questions regarding

their bene�ts, drawbacks, or possible disruptions of collaborative activities when applied to real-
world situations. Therefore, we decided to implement an initial prototypical setting that allows
participants to experience the concept in a basic way. In a user study, we motivated participants
to interact with multiple Re-locations. Here, we studied emergent user behaviors and classi�ed
these collaborative activities using well-established coupling styles [42]. Quantitative data using
standardized questionnaires and data loggings as well as subjective feedback by participants helped
us to further understand our observations. The purpose of the study was to explore the e�ects
of Re-locations on collaborative activities (e.g., classi�ed as coupling styles) and the sensation
of presence; rather than proving that Re-locations can solve all problems related to incongruent
workspaces. Our study was not intended to be a controlled experiment to perform a quantitative
comparison of collaboration with and without Re-locations. Since our concept contains elements
with little or no prior research, we aimed to assess the feasibility of our concept, uncover initial
problems, and reveal implications for future research and design.

In the remainder of this paper, we discuss related work as a foundation of the Re-locations concept,
describe the concept itself, the prototypical implementation for our user study, as well as the user
study itself. Finally, we discuss our �ndings based on our research questions.

In summary, our paper contributes: (1) the concept of Re-locations, a solution approach to address
the problems of incongruent physical and spatial workspaces for synchronous remote collaboration
with augmented reality; (2) an initial user study with a prototypical implementation of the concept;
and (3) the identi�cation of opportunities and challenges for future work as an outcome of the
discussion of the results of the user study.

2 RELATED WORK

Remote collaboration using mixed reality (MR; including both, augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR) [52]) has the goal "to enable remote people to feel that they are virtually co-located." [32].
In recent research, several examples emerged that demonstrate how MR can be useful for remote
collaboration (e.g., [40, 47, 53]). Ens et al. [11] summarized the current state of collaborative MR
research: Here, they categorize papers according to dimensions derived from the literature (the
CSCW matrix dimensions of space and time [26], symmetry [4], arti�ciality [3]), and the additional
dimensions of focus and scenario. Interestingly, the majority of research on remote collaboration
facilitated byMR focuses on asymmetric collaboration, such as remote expert scenarios (e.g. [12, 27]).
For symmetric collaboration, di�erent methods emerged that support, e.g., shared workspaces or
telepresence scenarios (e.g. [20, 44, 47, 55]). For these scenarios, various representation techniques
of remote users in 3D space were developed: While some techniques are rather abstract and low-cost
(e.g., virtual viewing frustums [40] with additional gaze ray visualization [46]), others are realistic
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yet hardware-heavy (e.g., Holoportation from Microsoft Research [44]). A popular representation
technique that combines attributes from both, abstract and realistic techniques are 3D avatars (e.g.,
[35, 53, 60]). However, the representation of remote users as avatars in 3D space plays an important
yet functional role in our research. While recent research is pushing the attributes of virtual avatars
more and more into humanoid resemblances, we see the avatar – in our case – rather as a tool to
create the sensation of presence.

In the following, we will describe related work that in�uenced and inspired our own work: From
(1) Remote Shared Workspaces in Mixed Reality, to (2) Remote Collaboration using Interactive
Surfaces, and (3) Enabling Tools for Remote Collaboration in Incongruent Spaces.

2.1 Remote Shared Workspaces in Mixed Reality

Remote shared workspaces facilitated by MR technologies can create the illusion that remote users
and virtual objects become virtually co-located. Besides VR-only applications like Mozilla Hubs [14]
or MeetinVR [1] there are also applications like Spatial [54] or Microsoft Mesh [36] that support
remote collaboration in augmented reality. AR solutions integrate the physical environment as well
as the available physical devices in the space to a limited extent: For example, in Spatial [54], users
can de�ne a wall in the room that allows to attach virtual elements (like sticky notes) or share
screen content from desktop devices (like laptops) – becoming a part of the AR space. However,
provided awareness cues like the position or viewing direction of remote users (represented as
3D avatars) are limited to interactions with virtual elements of the AR space. This means that the
avatars do not visualize if a remote peer uses or looks at physical objects or devices (e.g., screens)
in their own local environment, which might in�uence awareness on each other’s activities.

Several related work focused on integrating the physical environment in the MR space and allow
remote users to see and interact with the collaborator’s local surroundings using MR technology.
Here, previous research focused on a) using multiple head-mounted cameras to create 360-degree
representations in real-time [41], allowing remote users to interact with the local site [55] and b)
using HMDs to scan a local environment that can be navigated within an HMD from the remote
site [47]. This way, collaborators have to decide on the physical environment of one user that
can then be experienced in a VR simulation (remote) and in AR (local) [47]. This asymmetric
collaboration allows the local collaborator to interact with their physical environment including
digital devices (e.g., laptop, interactive surfaces), but remote collaborators can only interact with
virtual content, excluding the potential of using digital devices as additional possibility for remote
collaboration (e.g., using Google Docs).

2.2 Remote Collaboration using Interactive Surfaces

Previous research investigated di�erent ways to align the representation of remote users into
interactive surfaces like tabletops and wall-displays. They integrated overlays of remote users’
arms on an interactive surface [57] in combination with a video stream [45]. Visualizing the remote
person as part of the local workspace can create the impression of looking through a screen into
the remote room [20, 64] or simulating face-to-face work [38]. However, these methods restrict the
workspace to a single device or location in a room and the provided awareness cues are limited to
the 2D space of the surfaces. This raises the question how physical screens can be integrated into the
augmented reality environment so that awareness cues are provided for both, interactions in the 2D
surface space as well as in the augmented 3D space. However, a combination of the described 2D user
representations (as part of the interactive surface applications) with 3D user representations (as part
of the augmented reality applications) (e.g., avatars) might result in multiple (disconnected) remote
user representations per remote user, which might reduce the awareness instead of enhancing it. An
3D user representation could also provide awareness cues for interactions with physical displays,
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but the di�erences in room layouts of remote users, including the physical screen positions, prevent
the establishment of a common spatial frame of reference when movements of remote users are
represented 1:1 in the AR environment. Therefore alignment methods are needed that adapt the
remote user representation to the local physical environment.

2.3 Enabling Tools for Remote Collaboration in Incongruent Spaces

Local physical environments of remote co-workers might di�er, which can lead to two problems:
(1) Virtual objects might be out of reach or outside of the local walkable space (e.g., in a wall) and
(2) local physical objects or devices (like screens) are not available or are not at the same place
remotely. The latter problem mainly concerns AR applications. Therefore, methods emerged that
try to mitigate those problems.

Sra et al. [56] developed techniques to align rectangular VR environments with di�erent walkable
spaces by scaling spaces (and movements) or spatially shifting them. Here, a 1:1 mapping of
movements showed higher co-presence scores than scaled movements. In line with this, Congdon
et al. [10] developed a technique to merge di�erent walkable VR spaces independent of their
layout using pre-de�ned corresponding reference locations (cf. [25]). Here, the technique shows
the VR environment di�erently, depending on the user’s local space, and dynamically maps local
movements into the remote user’s environment. This solution achieved high co-presence scores,
and only a few participants were aware of mapping artifacts.

Yoon et al. [62] developed a technique to position avatars (representing remote users) in di�erent
physical environments (i.e., apartments) depending on the remote user’s current position in their
local environment and further attributes: (1) "Interaction" (avatar must be placed where the current
interaction is possible), (2) "Pose" (avatar must be placed where the current pose is possible, e.g.,
sitting on a chair), and (3) "Space" (space is divided into functional spaces and avatar must be placed
in the current functional spaces, e.g., dining area). For their placement algorithm they performed
a user survey asking for the preferred avatar position in di�erent situations and environments,
identi�ed a set of features, and trained a neural network for generating the plausible position of the
avatar. However, for their method, they had to manually de�ne all features of the environments,
resulting in a high con�guration e�ort. In a recent work, Yoon et al. [61] adapted their technique to
enable remote collaboration in front of a display including avatar placement and gesture retargeting.
The con�guration e�ort is still high because the position of seats, screens, and other pointing
targets must be con�gured manually.
The ideas of representing remote users depending on pre-de�ned areas [10, 25] and semantic

attributes [61, 62] of the physical environment, including a 1:1 mapping of movements [56], inspired
us to create a concept facilitating remote collaboration with multiple workspaces using AR. The
next section presents our resulting concept called Re-locations.

3 CONCEPT: RE-LOCATIONS

Using augmented reality to visualize a remote person as part of the physical space can create the
illusion that the remote person is present (i.e., virtually co-located). This way, augmented reality
can potentially facilitate remote collaboration with spatial activities and, in contrast to virtual
reality (VR) that excludes physical surroundings, still allows for interaction with peers and physical
objects in the individual local environment (i.e., paper notes, computers, smartphones, tablets) of
all collaborators. However, when using augmented reality to visualize remote persons as part of
the 3D space (e.g., as avatars), the spatial awareness of each other’s activities is limited as physical
spaces, including the position of objects and devices, are often incongruent. To explain the problem
of incongruent physical spaces, we use the example of the two co-workers Paul and Anna, who
want to collaborate remotely in their individual o�ces using two physical devices: a large screen
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with an online shared whiteboard and a desktop computer for individual activities. Figure 2 shows
Paul’s and Anna’s o�ces and highlights the shared whiteboard screen (red border) and the desktop
screen (yellow border).

Paul’s office Anna’s office

Fig. 2. Two co-workers Paul (white) and Anna (gray) collaborate remotely in their o�ices using two physical
devices: a large screen with an online shared whiteboard (red border) and a desktop computer for individual
research (yellow border).

Paul’s office Anna’s office

Paul

Anna

Paul‘s 
avatar

Anna‘s 
avatar

Desktop
screen

Desktop
screen

Global 
Mapping 1:1

Global 
Mapping 1:1

Whiteboard 
screen Whiteboard 

screen

Fig. 3. The use of a global coordinate system for the visualization of remote users (e.g., as avatars) in
incongruent physical spaces can lead to the loss of common spatial frames of reference. While Paul’s avatar
in Anna’s o�ice (right) is also in front of the whiteboard screen, Anna’s avatar in Paul’s o�ice (le�) is not in
front of the desktop screen.

When using a global 1:1 mapping to visualize Paul (as an avatar) in Anna’s o�ce and Anna (as
an avatar) in Paul’s o�ce, a common spatial frame of reference cannot be established for both
areas that are relevant for collaboration (desktop screen and whiteboard screen) at the same time.
Figure 3 shows a top-down view of the o�ces and how a global 1:1 mapping of the movements
would a�ect the position of avatar visualizations representing the remote persons. While Paul’s
avatar in Anna’s o�ce is also in front of the whiteboard screen (like Paul in his o�ce), Anna’s
avatar in Paul’s o�ce (left) is not in front of the desktop screen (like Anna in her o�ce).
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This problem of incongruence cannot be solved by translating, rotating, or linearly scaling the
global coordinate system in one or both spaces, since the relevant shared landmarks (i.e., the
desktop screen and the whiteboard screen) are aligned di�erently to each other in the di�erent
spaces. Therefore, incongruent spaces can make it di�cult to establish common spatial frames of
reference that are essential for nonverbal communication like deictic gestures or viewing directions.
Based on the �ndings of previous work, we developed the concept of Re-locations, a method

for facilitating remote collaboration with augmented reality in incongruent spaces. The general
idea of the following concept is to enrich remote collaboration activities on (multiple) physical
devices with attributes of co-located collaboration such as spatial awareness and spatial referencing:
Bridging the gap between remote and co-located collaboration by locally relocating remote user
representations to user-de�ned workspaces to establish a common spatial frame of reference.

Paul’s office Anna’s office

Paul

Anna

Paul‘s 
avatar

Desktop
screen

Local 
Mapping 1:1

Local 
Mapping 1:1

Whiteboard 
screen

Whiteboard 
screen

Paul

Anna

Paul‘s 
avatar

Anna‘s avatar

Re-loc. 2

Re-loc. 1

Re-loc. 2

Re-loc. 1
Desktop
screen

Fig. 4. The Re-locations concept uses local coordinate systems in front of (or around) user-defined workspaces
to maintain the common spatial frame of reference at all collaboration relevant areas in space. This way,
Paul’s avatar is in Anna’s o�ice (right) like Paul (in his o�ice) in front of the whiteboard screen and Anna’s
avatar is in Paul’s o�ice (le�) like Anna (in her o�ice) in front of the desktop screen.

Re-locations are user-de�ned workspaces that can be used to facilitate remote collaboration
(please also refer to our supplemental video for animated explanations of the concept). Each Re-
location has its speci�c purpose (e.g., a type of personal workspace such as a desktop computer or
a type of shared workspace such as a shared whiteboard) that is de�ned in a setup process. In our
example scenario, Paul and Anna use two physical devices for collaboration, so they de�ne two
Re-locations, one for the desktop screen and one for the whiteboard screen. Figure 4 shows the top-
down view of their o�ces including the de�ned Re-locations. Instead of using a global coordinate
system for the whole space (like in Figure 3), the Re-locations concept uses for every Re-location an
independent local coordinate system in front of (or around) the user-de�ned workspace to maintain
the common spatial frame of reference at this workspace. This way, avatars can be visualized in
the remote space inside the corresponding Re-locations (with the same purpose).
With this method, Anna’s avatar (in Paul’s o�ce) is like Anna (in her own o�ce) located in

front of the desktop screen (see Figure 4 left), and Paul’s avatar (in Anna’s o�ce) is like Paul (in his
own o�ce) located in front of the whiteboard screen (see Figure 4 right). The avatars are located
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inside the corresponding remote Re-location at the same position as the users in their own local
Re-location – imitating their orientation and movements. The prerequisite for this is the de�nition
of a matching Re-location with the same purpose at the remote site.

Remote users are only represented as avatars inside Re-locations. When a user leaves a Re-location,
the avatar fades out at the remote site. When a user enters a Re-location, the avatar fades in again.
For example, when Anna leaves the desktop screen Re-location and enters the whiteboard screen
Re-location in her local o�ce, her avatar will fade out at the desktop and appear at the whiteboard
in Paul’s o�ce. While this reduces visual clutter, it also allows for a 1:1 mapping of movements (cf.
Sra et al. [56]). With this, collaborators can transition between tightly-coupled collaboration to
loosely-coupled parallel work while working in di�erent places with di�erent devices in their own
room, although the remote site might have an entirely di�erent room layout.

Paul’s office Anna’s office

Paul

Anna

Paul‘s 
avatar

Desktop
screen

Local Mapping 
Position: 1:1
Rot: Gaze-

aligned

Local Mapping 
Position: 1:1
Rot: Gaze-

aligned

Whiteboard 
screen

Whiteboard 
screen

Paul

Anna

Paul‘s 
avatar

Anna‘s avatar

Re-loc. 2

Re-loc. 1

Re-loc. 2

Re-loc. 1
Desktop
screen

Gaze

Gaze

Fig. 5. The Re-locations concept allows to provide gaze visualizations across Re-locations. When Anna is
standing inside the desktop screen Re-location while looking at the whiteboard screen (right) the 1:1 mapping
of the rotation will be interrupted, and her avatar rotates towards the whiteboard in Paul’s o�ice (le�). The
same behavior applies to Paul (le�) and his avatar (right) who is standing inside the whiteboard screen
Re-location while looking at the desktop screen.

Integrating additional awareness cues like gaze visualizations further support spatial awareness
and spatial referencing (cf. Piumsomboon et al. [46]). The Re-locations concept also allows to provide
additional awareness cues not only within but also across Re-locations. Figure 5 shows this concept,
where Anna is standing inside the desktop screen Re-location while looking at the whiteboard
screen. In this situation, the 1:1 mapping of the rotation will be interrupted, and her avatar rotates
towards the whiteboard in Paul’s o�ce. The gaze ray of her avatar points to the same spot on the
whiteboard she is looking at. The same behavior applies to Paul and his avatar who is standing
inside the whiteboard screen Re-location while looking at the desktop screen (see Figure 5).

This is possible as the positions and dimensions of the Re-locations’ workspaces are de�ned in the
setup process. First it is checked if the gaze intersects a workspace area (screen area). Then, the 3D
intersection point between gaze and workspace area is calculated. Afterward, the 3D intersection
point is converted into the 2D coordinate system of the workspace (e.g., the screen) and �nally
normalized (bottom left of the workspace = (0,0), top right of the workspace = (1,1)), which allows
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to capture the gaze position independent of screen sizes and resolutions. At the remote side, the
normalized 2D intersection point is converted (at the local position of the corresponding workspace)
into the 3D coordinate system. Finally, the avatar interrupts the local 1:1 mapping of the rotation
(inside the Re-location) and rotates the body and head towards the calculated 3D position.

However, depending on the screen orientations in the rooms, situations can occur where the
gaze ray might point to the back of a screen because the screen cannot be viewed from the position
of the avatar. In these situations, the system should recognize that the gaze visualization would
result in a mismatch with the real world and disable the gaze ray or replace it with an alternative
gaze visualization to avoid ambiguities.
As multiple Re-locations might be overlapping (see Figure 5 right), the gaze direction is used to

decide inside which Re-location the avatar at the remote site will be shown. When a user is not
looking at a Re-location workspace, the smallest angle to a Re-location workspace decides.

Room 2

Re-location 1
Re-location 1

Re-location 1

Resize Re-location to fit Room 1Room 1

Fig. 6. When the size of Re-locations with the same purpose di�er between rooms (le� and middle), to
maintain the 1:1 mapping, the bigger Re-location (middle) is resized to fit the smaller Re-location (right).

Additionally, matching Re-locations with the same purpose can di�er in their size. Similarly to
previous work [56], we decided to shrink matching Re-locations to the size of the smallest Re-location
(cf. Figure 6). This allows for a 1:1 mapping of avatar position, rotation, and movement. Alternatively,
scaling Re-locations would result in scaling of movements, which might be irritating. However, the
gaze-ray will be scaled to support di�erent display sizes. For example, when a local user with a
large screen looks at the top right corner of the screen, then their avatar at the remote site also
looks at the top right corner of the smaller screen. In this case, the 1:1 mapping is adapted, similarly
to the gaze visualization across multiple Re-locations (see the normalization of the workspace’s 2D
coordinate system described above).

Finally, the Re-locations concept is not limited to the the visual representation of the remote user
but also supports the use of spatial audio to playback the voice of the remote user at the position
of the avatar, which potentially further supports the spatial awareness of remote co-workers.
Furthermore, it is necessary to mention that the Re-location concept is not bound to a speci�c
application or activity. The concept works as is as a facilitating technology for remote collaboration
in augmented reality, e.g., with standard collaboration tools (e.g., whiteboard applications, Google
Docs, Overleaf, etc.), custom-developed software, or even as a stand-alone technology, e.g., to
increase the sensation of presence in shared activities using physical devices.
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3.1 Prototype

For the exploration of the Re-locations concept, we developed an initial prototype using the AR
HMD Microsoft HoloLens (�rst generation). The Re-locations concept is not only limited to screens.
For example, it would be possible to de�ne a table Re-location and display 3D objects on it. However,
this �rst implementation only supports Re-locations in front of physical screens to investigate the
basic concept. The prototype was implemented with Unity3D [59], the Mixed Reality Toolkit [37],
Vuforia [48], and Node.js [15].

R
o

o
m

 1

Different Re-locations Cross Re-location gazeSame Re-location

R
o

o
m

 2

Fig. 7. The initial Re-locations prototype from a third person view. On the le�, both users are inside the same
Re-location (in front of a desktop screen). In the middle, the users are inside di�erent Re-locations. On the
right, the user in room 1 is inside the whiteboard Re-location and looks at the desktop screen. Therefore, the
avatar in room 2 also looks at the desktop screen. All images were captured with a third HoloLens from the
first person view. Due to a problem with the HoloLens capturing function, augmented content is displayed
o�set in HoloLens capturings. We, therefore, post-processed and adjusted the augmented content of the
images (e.g., blue frames) for presentation clarity a�erwards.

For the implementation of the Re-locations concept, a setup process is required, in which the
position and size of the screens in the room are calibrated. Additionally, the prototype should
provide the ability to save the performed calibration to avoid a setup process before each use. For
these reasons, after the start of the prototype, the user can either join an already calibrated room
or calibrate a new room. For the room calibration, the user needs two printed Vuforia markers [48]:
a room marker and a calibration marker. The room marker is unique for every room, while the
calibration marker is always the same. First, the room marker is placed at a �xed position in the
room. The room marker identi�es the room and acts as an anchor, and therefore, its position must
not change after calibration. At the beginning of the calibration, the user needs to look at the
�oor and the room marker. Afterward, the user can calibrate a screen in the room by selecting a
Re-location type (e.g., desktop, whiteboard) and placing the calibration marker on the bottom left
and top right corner of the screen. The last part of the procedure can be repeated several times
to calibrate several screens. When the room calibration is �nished, it will be saved on a Node.js
server, bound to the used room marker. Therefore, it only needs to be performed once per room (or
if the room layout or devices are changed).
For joining an already calibrated room, the user only needs to look at the room marker, and

the room layout and con�guration will be loaded from the server. Figure 7 shows the prototype
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Room 1 Room 2

Fig. 8. The initial Re-locations prototype from the first person view showing a trial task data set on the screen.
On the le�, the user in room 1 stands in front of the whiteboard screen and looks at the avatar of the user in
room 2. On the right, the user in room 2 stands in front of the whiteboard screen and looks at it.

from a third-person view and Figure 8 from the �rst person view. After users joined a room, they
can hear each other and when inside a Re-location (in front of a calibrated screen) also see each
other as a white three-dimensional upper-body avatar. For this, the position, rotation, and voice
data are sent to the Node.js server and distributed to the clients (i.e., HMD). The representation
as an upper-body avatar seems su�cient [35] and solves the problem that the HoloLens can not
track the user’s feet. The avatar is abstract and has no facial properties (no eyes, nose, mouth),
but the front of the face is recognizable by a head gaze ray (cf. Figure 7). We intentionally decided
to include abstract avatars, as they play an important yet rather functional role in our research.
However, previous work has shown that abstract avatars provide high social presence scores with
conversation patterns similar to co-located collaboration [53].

When the remote user is inside a Re-location, the avatar hovers at the same position in the remote
Re-location. The head of the avatar imitates the head movement of the remote user. The body starts
to rotate with the head when the angle between the body and head (front direction) is higher than
40 degrees. We used empirical data sampling to �nd a threshold for the maximum angle between
body and head – 40 degrees proved to be a good �t. An exception is when the user looks from
one Re-location at an avatar or screen in another Re-location (see Figure 7 right). In this case, the
avatar rotates towards the viewing point of the remote user in the local room (cross Re-location
gaze). Additionally, the head gaze is visualized by a green ray when the remote user is looking at
an avatar or screen (see Figure 8). Blue borders around the screens indicate that they are calibrated.
The size of a Re-location is visible by a white semi-transparent area on the �oor. Furthermore,
the prototype supports spatial audio. This allows users to hear the remote user’s voice from the
direction of the corresponding avatar in the local room. Existing voice chat solutions only rarely
support spatial audio or transmit the voice data over an external server. Therefore, the voice chat
was self-implemented to provide a high quality (raw audio data is transmitted), stability, and spatial
audio. The Re-locations prototype is available as open-source project on GitHub1.

4 STUDY

We conducted an exploratory user study to investigate the Re-locations concept with an initial
prototype (with basic functionality) to answer our research questions. The overall goal of our study
was to understand how Re-locations can facilitate remote collaboration in incongruent spaces. We
address this overall research goal by investigating the following main and sub research questions,
both qualitatively and quantitatively:

1https://github.com/hcigroupkonstanz/Re-locations
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RQ1: How does the use of Re-locations in�uence collaborative behavior?

RQ1.1: Which styles of collaborative coupling do participants applywhen using Re-locations?
To what extent are they using coupling styles that have been reported exclusively
for co-located collaboration?

RQ1.2: How does the use of Re-locations in�uence participants in their individual use of
space, the provided personal and shared workspaces, and the role of furniture?

RQ1.3: Do users expose natural social behavior that indicates an illusion of co-located
collaboration such as (deictic) gestures?

RQ2: How does the use of Re-locations in�uence the subjective perception of presence?

RQ2.1: What subjective levels of social presence, spatial presence, and social richness do
users report?

RQ2.2: Which factors do users report as supporting or hindering the feeling of presence?

It is important to notice that our study was not intended to be a controlled experiment to
perform a quantitative comparison of collaboration with and without Re-locations. Instead, our
study was aimed at identifying and analyzing the variety of working styles and coupling styles
with Re-locations and to what extent they create the illusion of co-located collaboration. Our goal
was to identify challenges and potentials for further improvements of the solution approach given
the novelty of Re-locations and the sparsity of research in this research area.

4.1 Study Environments and Apparatus

Two labs of our research facility served as distributed work environments for our participants
(see Figures 2 and 9). Both rooms were facilitated with a personal and a shared workspace. The
personal workspaces were represented each by an o�ce desk and desktop computer with a 27-inch
display (4k resolution), mouse, and keyboard – a standard setup for a single-user workplace. Their
content was un-synced yet alike (i.e., a list of items). Participants were able to sit down at the
personal workspace. The shared workspaces were represented each by a vertically mounted 65-inch
multi-touch display (4k resolution) – a size comparable to small whiteboards (cf. [23]). Their content
was synced and alike (e.g., items and their positions). To ensure for better comparability and a
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screen

Desktop
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Re-loc. 2
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Fig. 9. A top-down view of the relative positions of the workspaces and their corresponding Re-locations. The
workspaces in lab 1 were arranged in an L-shape. The workspaces in lab 2 were placed back-to-back and had
an o�set. All Re-locations had the same size of 200 x 150 cm.
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comfortable viewing height, we positioned the personal and shared displays in each lab at the same
height (from the �oor to the center): ∼110 cm for the personal workspace screen and ∼150 cm for
the shared workspace screen. However, the individual positions of the workspaces in the rooms and
their �oor plans di�ered across the two study environments. We chose two common room layouts
for this: An L-shaped layout and a back-to-back layout. This allowed us to study the main purpose
of the Re-locations concept: The facilitation of remote collaboration in AR with incongruent room
layouts. Figure 9 shows the relative positions of workspaces and their corresponding Re-locations.
We implemented the study task as web apps that run in Google Chrome on Windows 10.

One examiner per lab was needed to run the user study. In addition to the two task-related
workspaces in each room, each examiner sat at a separate o�ce desk with all documents, a laptop
to control the procedure, and a tablet (Apple iPad Pro 9.7 inch) for digital questionnaires that were
built as web apps. In each room, there was a Microsoft HoloLens (HMD) running our prototype
and an individual room marker positioned at a wall. Participants had to wear the HMD during task
completion. We mounted wide-angle cameras at the ceiling of each room to record participants’
movement and behavior during the user study. Additionally, a microphone was used to record the
concluding interview with both participants. All devices were connected to the same local network
to guarantee instantaneous synchronization and communication of devices.

4.2 Task

The choice for the study task was a trade-o� decision between complexity, abstractness, and real-
world relation. Common sensemaking tasks (e.g., the "Stegosaurus" task and data set of the 2006
VAST challenge [17]) were used by previous research to study co-located and remote collaboration
(e.g., [42, 63]). However, these tasks are rather complex, and their task completion times are long
(up to 90 minutes and more), which might result in discomfort and fatigue when wearing current
o�-the-shelf AR HMDs [8]. While rather abstract tasks (e.g., [30]) can be adapted to �t the study
setting (e.g., to control for study duration) and were used by previous research to study collaboration
types [2, 29], they lack intellectual communication and negotiation between participants. A task
that includes discussions and negotiations of participants is the hotel search task by Jetter et al. [24].
Here, participants have to decide on an accommodation for their mutual vacation. However, each
participant has a di�erent set of personal criteria (e.g., "the hotel has at least 4 stars," or "it may
cost a maximum of 150€"). The task is designed that a simple combination of all criteria does not
result in a solution (i.e., no hotel �ts all criteria). Thus, participants have to negotiate, discuss, and
ponder their personal criteria. Therefore, this task leads to a realistic yet controllable scenario
of natural collaboration, which is adaptable by, e.g., the number of personal criteria or available
accommodations. We see this task as a valid representative of authentic yet casual collaborative
activities, where peers equally compare di�erent options, negotiate, and agree on a �nal solution.
Here, participants do not require specialized prior knowledge. Awareness on both, each other’s
activity and location (supported by our Re-locations prototype) is bene�cial yet not mandatory to
solve the task.

As the hotel search task by Jetter et al. [24] was originally designed for co-located collaboration
with a single tabletop display, we took it as an inspiration and adapted it as follows: For the task,
two participants worked together in two separate rooms, using our Re-locations prototype. Here,
the rooms di�ered in their �oor plans and location of devices, which allowed us to investigate
our research questions. However, each room was provided with the same personal and shared
workspace (cf. section 4.1). At the personal workspace, participants had a custom website with
a list of all hotels and their attributes (e.g., name, image, or price per night) in the look and feel
of state-of-the-art hotel booking websites (cf. Figure 10 left). We disabled the browser’s search
functionality as our pre-tests have shown that this can heavily reduce task completion times, which
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Fig. 10. The web apps displayed on the personal and shared workspace. At the personal workspace (le�),
participants had a website with a list of all hotels and their a�ributes. At the shared workspace (right), all
hotels were represented as sticky notes mimicking a whiteboard. Before the task, the sticky notes were
arranged in a grid. The figure shows the result of a dyad a�er finishing the task.

in turn might prevent any collaborative �ow to establish. At the shared workspace, participants
worked with a di�erent view on the same data: Here, all hotels were represented as sticky notes
– visualized by their image and name – mimicking a traditional whiteboard with attached sticky
notes or photos (cf. Figure 10 right). The positions of all sticky notes were synchronized between
the two rooms to foster this impression of a co-located whiteboard session. This separation of two
workspaces – personal and shared – in both rooms allowed participants to smoothly transition
between closely coupled collaboration and loosely coupled parallel work [22, 42].

To solve the study task, participants had to agree on a hotel from a subset of 36 �ctive yet realistic
hotels from the hotel set by Jetter et al. [24]. The subset allowed us to control the overall duration
of the user study. Participants were given a printed sheet with their personal criteria (4 for each
participant). As no hotel ful�lled all criteria, they had to negotiate, discuss, and agree on a hotel.
Here, participants were asked to make as few concessions as possible. They were allowed to move
freely in the provided rooms and solve the task as they liked. Furthermore, they were informed
that they could use the shared workspace to organize, cluster, or prioritize hotels (e.g., by sorting
them from left to right, cf. Figure 10 right) and the personal workspace, e.g., for individual search
activities. Participants noti�ed the examiners as soon as they agreed on a hotel.

4.3 Procedure

Participants were welcomed in the corridor by two examiners and separately brought to one of the
two labs. This prevented participants from spotting any di�erences in the two study environments.
To achieve a consistent study procedure in the two separate rooms, each examiner followed a
prede�ned procedure protocol, and the two examiners communicated current states via an instant
messenger on their laptops. First, a welcome sheet with general information on the purpose and
procedure of the user study was given to participants. After signing the consent form, participants
�lled out a demographic questionnaire on a provided tablet. Then, the two examiners individually
introduced participants to the applications running on the personal and shared workspace, using a
test dataset. Then, the Re-locations prototype was started, and participants individually put on the
HMD. Participants were tasked to look at the room marker to log in. Then, they were guided to the
shared workspace Re-location and asked whether they can hear and see their colleague (i.e., the
avatar). After agreeing on feeling comfortable in using the HMD and the application, the actual
hotel dataset was loaded and both participants were handed their task description with individual
criteria on a printed sheet of paper. The data logging and video recording were centrally started
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for both rooms by one examiner. After �nishing the task, participants noti�ed the examiners and
presented their decision. Participants took o� the HMD, and the data logging and video recording
were stopped centrally for both study environments. Participants were then asked to �ll out a
questionnaire regarding the perceived presence (Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) [31]) on a tablet.
After that, one participant was brought to the other study environment for a concluding joint
interview with both participants that was audio recorded. Each study session lasted about one
hour in total, and participants were compensated for their time. Pilot studies were used to test the
applications and communication of the two examiners to guarantee for a smooth procedure. We
followed all ethical and sanitary guidelines provided by our university and informed participants
on all aspects of the study (e.g., purpose and procedure). However, we decided not to make them
aware of any di�erences in the layout of their rooms, or any additional feature of the Re-locations
prototype (e.g., visibility of the avatar, gaze ray, or spatial audio) to minimize bias.

4.4 Participants

20 participants (10 dyads) were recruited for the user study. We excluded two dyads for further
analysis: One dyad violated the task regulations by actively working against each other and
another dyad had to be excluded as the audio recording failed for their session. The remaining 16
participants (10 female, 6 male – forming 8 dyads) were aged between 20 and 40 years (" = 25.25,
(� = 4.65). 13 participants were undergraduate students – the other participants were employees
of the university. Participants had a mixed background ranging from psychology to physics,
educational science, or law. Three dyads were female-only, 1 dyad male-only, and 4 dyads were
female-male. All dyads knew their partner before the user study. Six participants were visually
impaired (corrected by glasses (= = 3), corrected by contact lenses (= = 3)). Only two participants
had made experiences with augmented reality applications before. In contrast, eleven participants
used virtual reality applications before. Fifteen participants had made experiences with remote
collaboration applications (e.g., Skype, Google Docs) before. The participants were asked to rate on
a �ve-point Likert scale (1 (very rare) - 5 (very often)) how often they use these remote collaboration
applications (" = 2.93, (� = 1.22).

4.5 Data Collection and Analysis

We used multiple data collection methods to answer our research questions: Audio and video
recordings, semi-structured interview, questionnaires, and data logging. We explain the use of the
di�erent methods in the following subsections.

4.5.1 Audio and Video Recordings. All study sessions were audio recorded with the built-in micro-
phones of the individual HMDs and video recorded with wide-angle cameras in birds-eye view in
both study environments (cf. Figure 2). For the analysis, the two audio and two video recordings of
each study session were synchronized and merged, resulting in a single video �le per study session.
This combination of observable interactions, gestures, spatial behavior, and verbal communication
allowed us to study and analyze meaningful collaborative activities in depth.
The synchronized video �les (more than 3 hours �nal video material) were manually coded

to create detailed transcripts describing the collaborative behavior of each dyad at each point
in time. To code participants’ behavior, we followed a complementary approach of describing
(1) collaborative and (2) individual activities. Therefore, we coded all (1) collaborative activities
following the coupling styles for hybrid collaboration provided by Neumayr et al [42], as they
include both, co-located and remote behaviors – in contrast to previous descriptions of coupling
styles focusing on co-located collaboration (e.g., [7, 22, 58]). However, we included a di�erentiation
(also known as modi�er) to two of the coupling styles (SIDC and SIDD) as this allowed us to better
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Table 1. Mapping of Neumayer et al.’s hybrid coupling styles [42] and the collaborative behavior of the
participants. Colors indicate tightly (red) and loosely (blue) coupled activities. C & R indicate coupling styles
that were documented by Neumayr et al. for co-located (C) or remote collaboration (R).

DISC Discussion. Participants discuss how to start or proceed with solving the task (strategy) or which

hotel they should choose.

C & R

VE View Engaged. One participant is working at the whiteboard and the other participant observes

him/her (e.g., sits at the desktop screen and looks at the whiteboard) and comments on the observed

activities.

C

SV Sharing of the same view. Both participants are standing or working at the whiteboard (and looking

at it).

C

SIDC Sharing of the same information but using di�erent physical displays for coordinated

exploration. Participants are working or looking at di�erent screens or both participants are working

or looking at the desktop screen (personal workspace). Thereby, they are engaged in some conversation.

We distinguish between participants looking at di�erent screens (SIDC-DW) or both looking at their

individual desktop screen (SIDC-DD).

C & R

SIDD Sharing of the same information but using di�erent physical displays. Corresponds to SIDC

but participants are not engaged in active conversation. Also includes the modi�er to distinguish

between SIDD-DW and SIDD-DD.

C & R

SSP Work is shared to solve the same speci�c problem. Participants are actively dividing the task

(searching for a hotel matching the most criteria). For example, they are searching for di�erent hotels

or reading di�erent hotel information.

C & R

SGP Work on the same general problem but from di�erent starting points. Participants are working

on the task, but have not (yet) �gured out that they have di�erent criteria when searching for hotels

(and are not engaged in active conversation).

C & R

DP Work on di�erent problems. Participants are working on di�erent problems. As there is only a

single problem given by the task, this happens only if the task is not performed correctly.

C & R

D Disengaged. One participant is distracted by the system or study environment and therefore disen-

gaged from the task.

C & R

distinguish between the provided workspaces (desktop and whiteboard). Our mappings of dyads’
collaborative behavior and Neumayr et al.’s hybrid collaboration coupling styles are shown in
Table 1. The coded collaborative behavior was matched with our coding for (2) individual activities
that described (a) spatial locations, (b) viewing directions, and (c) deictic gestures (e.g., pointing;
although not covered by our prototypical implementation) of individual participants – re�ecting
on our research questions. Additional minor behaviors that are not task-related and therefore not
covered by the named codes (e.g., on-boarding activities) were noted as N (no coupling style).

As suggested by Saldaña [49], the entire coding was performed by a single researcher to ensure
consistency across all study sessions. Additionally, a team of three researchers regularly met to
discuss ambiguities, review the coding scheme, and coding results.

4.5.2 Semi-structured Interview. We conducted a semi-structured interview at the end of each
session to gain deeper qualitative insights into participants’ collaborative behavior and their
perception of presence. The interviewer clari�ed that all questions refer to the visualizations (e.g.,
Re-locations and the avatar) and communication with their team partner and are not related to
the hotel applications on the screens. Participants were asked about strengths, weaknesses, and
comparability to well-known remote conferencing tools (e.g., Skype or Zoom). Then, they were
asked about di�erent aspects of the Re-locations prototype: a) Awareness of team partner’s activities,
b) di�erent room layouts, c) avatar visualizations (including gaze visualizations), and d) voice chat.
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For all topics, participants were asked to provide their assessments, positive and negative aspects,
and suggestions for improvement.
For the analysis, we followed the thematic analysis method of Braun and Clarke [6]: We tran-

scribed all interviews, coded interesting statements, which were then used to generate themes. The
resulting themes were (1) Re-locations, (2) presence, (3) avatar visualization, (4) voice chat, and (5)
technology. We assigned all codes to these themes and counted the frequency of the statements in
the codes. All interviews were coded by one person to ensure consistency.

4.5.3 �estionnaires. In the beginning, participants �lled out a questionnaire about demographics,
prior experiences with AR or VR, and remote video conferencing tools (e.g., Skype or Zoom). After
�nishing the study task and putting o� the HMDs, participants �lled out the Temple Presence
Inventory (TPI) [31] to investigate, e.g., spatial or social presence.

4.5.4 Data Logging. A data logging functionality was implemented into the Re-locations prototype
that recorded the position, rotation, and viewing direction (head gaze) of participants inside Re-
locations during the study. The obtained data were used to evaluate the spatial user behavior
(regarding collaborative activities) and the avatar viewing time (regarding the presence). Data was
only logged while participants were inside Re-locations.

5 FINDINGS

In this section, we report our �ndings in relation to our research questions. Although the work
results of the task played a minor role for our evaluation, all dyads were able to solve the task
successfully by deciding on the hotel that met most requirements. In the following, references on a
dyad G of participants is termed as �G (e.g., �1 for dyad 1). Individual participants of a dyad G are
termed as �G0 and �G1 (e.g., �10 and �11 for the participants in dyad 1).

5.1 RQ1: Collaborative Behavior

We present our �ndings regarding participants’ collaborative behavior from multiple complemen-
tary perspectives: (1) quantitative �ndings regarding the coded coupling styles, (2) qualitative
descriptions of selected example situations (i.e., based on coupling styles), (3) quantitative �ndings
based on the coded individual behaviors, (4) the results of the thematic analysis of subjective
feedback as part of the interview, and (5) logged activities.

5.1.1 Coupling Styles. Overall, the collaboration was predominantly tightly coupled (T) with 91.1 %
of the total duration (7.3% loosely coupled (L), 1.6% no coupling style (N)). Table 2 provides an
overview of the absolute total duration and relative total duration of individual coupling styles.
The most frequent coupling style was SIDC (61.8 %). During the coupling style SIDC, participants
were looking at di�erent screens for slightly longer (SIDC-DW: 35.1 % of the total duration) than
they were both looking at their individual desktop screen (SIDC-DD: 26.7 % of the total duration).
The second most frequent coupling style was DISC with a percentage of 17.6% followed by SGP
with 6.6%. Furthermore, the coupling styles VE (4.9% of the total duration) and SV (4.1% of the
total duration) were also observed. Interestingly, VE and SV were – as of yet – only documented
for co-located collaboration (cf. Neumayr et al. [42]). The participants divided the task (SSP) 2.7 %
of the total duration. One participant (of a dyad) was disengaged 0.7% of the total duration. The
coupling styles SIDD and DP never occurred.
In the following, we qualitatively describe example situations for the most frequent coupling

styles (SIDC-DW and SIDC-DD) and coupling styles that were as of yet only documented for
co-located collaboration [42] (VE and SV) to further break down the activities.
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Table 2. The total duration (
∑
(B)) and the percentage of total duration (

∑
(%)) at which the individual

coupling styles occured. Additionally, the percentage of all tightly coupled (T) and loosely coupled (L) coupling
styles are combined (T/L). Minor behaviors that are not covered by the coupling styles (e.g., on-boarding
activities) are noted as no coupling style (N).

SIDC SIDD
DISC VE SV ∑

DD DW
∑

DD DW
SSP SGP DP D N

∑
(B ) 2000 552 465 7003 3029 3974 0 0 0 308 747 0 81 179

" (B ) 250 69 58.13 875.38 378.63 496.75 0 0 0 38.5 93.38 0 10.13 22.38

(� (B ) 132.95 82.18 69.47 240.88 272.87 318.31 0 0 0 67.82 31.33 0 7.04 33.29
∑
(%) 17.6 % 4.9 % 4.1 % 61.8 % 26.7 % 35.1 % 0% 0% 0% 2.7 % 6.6 % 0% 0.7 % 1.6 %

T/L 91.1 % 7.3 % 1.6 %

Figure 11 shows an example of a situation which often occurred during the coupling style SIDC-
DD (see also section 5.1.2). Both participants go through the list of hotels on the desktop screen
while talking to each other. The participant in lab 1 (�60) sits on the chair while the participant in
lab 2 (�61) does not sit down but stands next to the chair to interact with the desktop computer –
a typical behavior when a seat is occupied by another person. The participant in lab 1 was already
sitting on the chair when the participant in lab 2 moved to the desktop computer.

Lab 1 Lab 2

Fig. 11. Example situation in which the coupling style SIDC occurred while both participants looked at the
desktop screen (SIDC-DD). Both participants go through the list of hotels on the desktop screen while talking
to each other. The participant in lab 1 (�60) sits on the chair while the participant in lab 2 (�61) does not sit
down but stands next to the chair to interact with the desktop computer.

Figure 12 shows an example situation which resulted in the most frequent coupling style SIDC-
DW. Here, the dyad �7 worked closely together by splitting the responsibilities: The participant
in lab 1 (�70) sorts the hotel sticky notes on the whiteboard screen based on the information
communicated by the participant in lab 2 (�71) who reads hotel information on the desktop screen
– a strategy several dyads have followed.

A behavior which occurred several times during the coupling style VE was that participants
were working on di�erent screens, while one of them observed the other (e.g., �21 sitting at the
desktop screen and �20 interacting with the whiteboard screen) and commented or guided on
their activities – indicating spatial awareness complemented by spatial referencing activities. In
Figure 13, the participant in lab 1 (�20) sorts the hotel sticky notes and searches for a hotel on
the right side of the whiteboard. The participant in lab 2 (�21) watches this and comments with a
verbal spatial cue: “No, [hotel name] is on the left side [of the screen].”.
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Lab 1 Lab 2

Fig. 12. Example situation in which the coupling style SIDC occured while both participants looked at
di�erent screens (SIDC-DW). The participant in lab 1 (�70) sorts the hotel sticky notes on the whiteboard
screen based on the information communicated by the participant in lab 2 (�71) who reads hotel information
on the desktop screen.

Lab 1 Lab 2

Fig. 13. Example situation in which the coupling style VE occured. The participant in lab 1 (�20) sorts the
hotel sticky notes and searches for a hotel on the right side of the whiteboard. The participant in lab 2 (�21)
watches this and comments: “No, [hotel name] is on the le� side [of the screen].”

Lab 1 Lab 2

Fig. 14. Example situation in which the coupling style VE occured. The participant in lab 1 (�30) sits at the
desktop screen and uses a deictic gesture to point to the whiteboard screen and show the participant in lab 2
(�31) where the hotel sticky note should be placed.

Similarly, in Figure 14, the participant in lab 1 (�30) sits at the desktop screen and uses a deictic
gesture to point to the whiteboard screen and tell the participant in lab 2 (�31) where the hotel
sticky note should be placed – “[The hotel] has only 3 stars which means it goes [there].” (�30).
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Lab 1 Lab 2

Fig. 15. Example situation in which the coupling style SV occured. Both participants (of dyad �4) are located
at the whiteboard screen and collaboratively sort hotel sticky notes while sharing the same view.

Figure 15 shows an example situation during the coupling style SV. Both participants (of dyad
�4) are located at the whiteboard screen and collaboratively sort hotel sticky notes while sharing
the same view. While working at the same screen does not necessarily reap the whole potential of
the Re-locations concept (e.g., spatial referencing for incongruent spaces), it supports collaborative
activities that were as of yet only documented for co-located activites [42] by providing spatial
awareness cues (i.e., visual and auditory) about the collaborator’s location and activities.

5.1.2 Individual behavior. Participants switched the workspace (i.e., moved to the other workspace),
in the mean, 17 times ((� = 21.15). They switched the viewing direction (between looking in the
direction of the desktop or whiteboard screen), in the mean, 54.19 times ((� = 39.6). Thereby, they
looked, in the mean, 16.88 times ((� = 21.24) from the desktop workspace at the whiteboard screen
and 2.88 times ((� = 4.43) from the whiteboard workspace at the desktop screen.
At the desktop workspace, we coded the behavior of the participants, regarding the available

chair (possibility to sit), in detail. In the mean, participants sat on the free chair (remote participant
is not sitting) 1.44 times ((� = 1.31) and on the occupied chair (remote participant is sitting) 1.94
times ((� = 1.57). They stood next to or behind the chair when it was free, in the mean, 0.31 times
((� = 0.6) and when it was occupied 5.44 times ((� = 8.63). Thereby, in the mean, they interacted
with the desktop screen while standing 3.19 times ((� = 5.26) when the chair was occupied, but
never when the chair was free (" = 0, (� = 0).

Although the prototypical implementation of Re-locations does not support the transmission of
gestures to the remote site (i.e., the avatars’ arms were not moving), we have coded their occurrence
based on the video material. In the mean, participants made 3.06 gestures ((� = 5.62) (excluding
interaction gestures). They performed, in the mean, 2.44 pointing gestures ((� = 4.62) at a screen
of which 1.81 pointing gestures ((� = 3.78) were directed to the screen of the same workspace
the participant was located and 0.63 pointing gestures ((� = 2) were directed to the screen of the
other workspace.

5.1.3 Semi-structured Interview. In the following, results of the thematic analysis on collaborative
behavior with the themes Re-locations, Voice chat,Avatar visualization, and Technology are presented.

Re-locations. Participants were asked if they noticed that the room layout in the other room
was di�erent. Fifteen participants did not notice the di�erent room layout. �40 said to their team
partner: “Well, it looked to me like your room was shaped exactly like mine.” However, one participant
noticed the di�erent room layout. Participant �20 stated: “At my place, she was so fast at the PC.
So poof, and yes, it could not have been when the room was exactly like mine.” Participants were
also asked if they noticed that the other person was only visible in front of the screens (i.e., inside
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a Re-location). Ten participants did not notice that the avatar was not visible all the time. Six
participants noticed that the avatar was sometimes not visible. �21 said: “...when she said, “I’m
gonna run over there now,” she was gone for a second, and then she came back.”

Voice chat. Eight participants mentioned the spatial audio feature during the interview by them-
selves when being asked for the quality of the voice communication (i.e., they were not informed
about the spatial audio feature before). For example, �40 said: “Once you sat at the PC and came
closer to me, the sound also changed, so it feels like you’re really behind me now.” Five participants
explicitly said they liked the spatial audio functionality. �10 stated: “It felt more in the room because
the sound came from both sides somehow.” Participant �20 did not like the spatial audio and said: “I
didn’t quite understand why [it should be useful].” All 16 participants liked the sound quality of the
voice chat. Two participants mentioned that they liked the low latency. However, six participants
noticed a reverb e�ect. �31 said: “There was a slight echo for me.”

Avatar visualization. Four participants rated the avatar visualization as helpful. Participant �31
answered: “Yes, de�nitely. I think it is cool because it makes things a little bit more personal.” All other
12 of the 16 participants rated the avatar visualization as not helpful. Eight participants mentioned
the task as a reason. For example, �11 said: “Maybe it has advantages in other tasks where it is
important to see where the other person stands or something.” Participants rated the avatar as too
abstract (= = 15), wished for a more realistic representation (= = 7), or did not like the missing lower
body (= = 2). In line with our observations, participants (= = 10) stated that they were missing
gestures. �11 stated: “If it[’s body parts] really moved the way the person moved, I think it would have
been helpful.” Ten participants rated the gaze ray as helpful, six as not helpful. Two participants
described the gaze ray as (sometimes) disturbing. For example, �31 said: “...annoying when you
have a neon light shining through you all the time”, while being at the same position as the avatar.

Technology. Five participants mentioned during the interview that the HMD was uncomfortable.
For example, �11 said: “Uncomfortable to wear.” Two participants even got slight headaches. Par-
ticipant �10 said: “...with this task you could have phoned. Then I wouldn’t have had a headache.”
Five participants mentioned as negative point the small �eld of view of the HMD. Four participants
liked the freedom of movement of the device, or that the hands were free.

5.1.4 Data Logging. The data logging was used to calculate the overall task completion time,
the time participants were inside Re-locations, and the time participants were looking at screens
(according to the head gaze ray). The task completion time ranged between 744 (12:24min) and 1940
seconds (32:20min) (" = 1421.75, (� = 400.13). They were, in the mean, 1387.31 seconds inside
Re-locations ((� = 360.94, 98 % of task completion time) and 34.44 seconds outside ((� = 136.15, 2 %
of task completion time). In the mean, the participants of a dyad were 666.25 seconds inside the same
Re-location ((� = 349.09, 47 % of task completion time), 686.88 seconds inside di�erent Re-locations
((� = 384.28, 48 % of task completion time), and 68.63 seconds were only one participant inside a
Re-location ((� = 192.49, 5 % of task completion time). It never happened that both participants of
a dyad were simultaneously outside of Re-locations.
We used participants’ individual head gaze to calculate screen times (how long they looked at

screens). In the mean, participants looked 995.88 seconds at a screen ((� = 309.54, 70% of task
completion time). The screen time can be di�erentiated by the time they looked at the screen of
the Re-location they were inside (" = 956.81, (� = 285.82, 96 % of screen time), or at the screen of
the other Re-location (" = 39.06, (� = 86.23, 4 % of screen time).
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5.2 RQ2: Presence

Presence was assessed using questions of the Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) [31], a semi-
structured interview, and data logging. In the following, the results of the di�erent methods
are presented.

5.2.1 Temple Presence Inventory (TPI). The questions of the TPI [31] measure di�erent dimensions
of presence. The three item sets spatial presence, social presence (actor within medium (parasocial
interaction)), and social richness of the inventory were used. Every question is answered on a
seven-point scale, ranging from −3 (negative option) to 3 (positive option).

Spatial presence. The answers to all questions are ambiguous. Except for two questions, the
results of the mean values are neutral or slightly positive. The question “How much did it seem as
if the objects and people you saw/heard had come to the place you were?” reached a quite neutral
mean value of 0.69 ((� = 1.08). However, compared to the other results of the spatial presence
questions, the question reached the highest mean value. Also, the question “How much did it seem
as if you could reach out and touch the objects or people you saw/heard?” achieved a neutral mean
value of −0.06 ((� = 1.57). The question “How often when an object seemed to be headed toward
you did you want to move to get out of its way?” reached a mean value of −2.06 ((� = 1.39).
The question “To what extent did you experience a sense of being there inside the environment
you saw/heard?” reached a neutral mean value of 0.06 ((� = 1.48). Also, the question “To what
extent did it seem that sounds came from speci�c di�erent locations?” achieved a neutral mean
value of 0.06 ((� = 1.43). The question “How often did you want to or try to touch something
you saw/heard?” reached a mean value of −1.63 ((� = 1.75). A wide answer range and a mean
value of −0.13 ((� = 1.93) achieved the question, “Did the experience seem more like looking at
the events/people on a movie screen or more like looking at the events/people through a window?”

Social presence (actor within medium (parasocial interaction)). Except for two questions, the mean
values are rather positive. The question “How often did you have the sensation that people you
saw/heard could also see/hear you?” reached a mean value of 2.44 ((� = 0.73). Also, the question
“To what extent did you feel you could interact with the person or people you saw/heard?” reached
a high mean value of 2.38 ((� = 0.72). A slightly negative mean value of −0.63 ((� = 1.63) achieved
the question, “How much did it seem as if you and the people you saw/heard both left the places
where you were and went to a new place?” However, the question “How much did it seem as if
you and the people you saw/heard were together in the same place?” reached a mean value of 0.94
((� = 1.88). A mean value of 1.75 ((� = 1.57) achieved the question, “How often did it feel as if
someone you saw/heard in the environment was talking directly to you?” A negative mean value
of −1.5 ((� = 1.63) reached the question “How often did you want to or did you make eye-contact
with someone you saw/heard?” The question “Seeing and hearing a person through a medium
constitutes an interaction with him or her. How much control over the interaction with the person
or people you saw/heard did you feel you had?” achieved a mean value of 1.94 ((� = 0.93).

Social richness. The item set rates the media experience with pairs of bipolar adjectives. The
media experience was rated as more “personal” than “impersonal” (" = 2, (� = 0.97) and more
“sociable” than “unsociable” (" = 2, (� = 0.89), followed by more “responsive” than “unresponsive”
(" = 1.94, (� = 0.85), more “lively” than “dead” (" = 1.75, (� = 0.86), more “immediate” than
“remote” (" = 1.19, (� = 1.6), more “sensitive” than “insensitive” (" = 0.94, (� = 1.29), and more
“emotional” than “unemotional” (" = 0.81, (� = 1.33).

5.2.2 Semi-structured Interview. In the following, the presence theme (cf. section 4.5.2) is presented.
Thirteen participants said that they always were aware of where the partner was. Three participants
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did not know it the entire time. One participant (�40) explicitly mentioned that spatial audio helped
to be aware of the partner’s position. Twelve participants had the impression that they were in
the same room. For example, participant �51 said: “I feel like you are just sitting there next to me
somehow. Like we are in the same room.” Furthermore, for example, participant �10 said: “Well, it
certainly felt more like the person was here than on the phone.”

5.2.3 Data Logging. Regarding the presence, the data logging was used to calculate how long par-
ticipants looked at the avatar. For the calculation, the head gaze was used. In the mean, participants
looked 165.38 seconds at the avatar of the remote participant ((� = 90.79, 12 % of task completion
time). The time the participants, in the mean, looked at each other (i.e., simulated face-to-face
communication) was 3 seconds ((� = 6.95, 2 % of the avatar viewing time).

6 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

We discuss our �ndings based on our research questions on collaborative behavior and presence.
Furthermore, we provide implications for future research and design of remote collaboration
systems using augmented reality.

6.1 RQ1: Collaborative behavior

The overall goal of our user study was to understand how Re-locations can facilitate remote
collaboration in incongruent spaces. Therefore, as part of the concluding interview, we asked
participants if they noticed that their spaces were incongruent (i.e., di�ered in their spatial layout).
Fifteen participants did not notice that their room layouts di�ered, which is notable as the positions,
distances, and orientations of the two Re-locations (desktop screen and whiteboard screen) actually
di�ered. This shows that the general idea of enabling remote collaboration with augmented reality
in incongruent spaces including multiple physical devices – using our study apparatus – worked.
The only exception was participant �20, who remarked that the two study environments have to
be di�erent due to the time it took their team partner to move from one Re-location to another.
The transition between two Re-locations was named by half of the participants: When leaving

a Re-location, avatars became invisible. This was a design decision to e.g., reduce visual clutter
and unnatural avatar movements, which might evoke an uncanny valley e�ect [39]. However,
assuming that the distances between Re-locations are larger, this might reduce spatial awareness
when collaborators are outside of Re-locations. Future research should therefore investigate ways
to represent collaborators between or outside of Re-locations: (1) Visually, by varying the level
of abstractness of the user representation [51] (e.g., comparable to o�-screen visualizations) or
(2) Auditory, by providing auditory feedback, e.g., when entering or leaving a Re-location.

With the concept of Re-locations and our prototypical implementation we tried to reduce the
complexity of incongruent spatial workspaces, which might eventually lead to a shared frame
of spatial reference. This in turn allows for qualities that are usually attributed to co-located
collaboration: spatial awareness and spatial referencing (e.g., via deictic speech or gestures). To
better understand these collaborative activities, we carefully coded them based on established
coupling styles [42] (RQ1.1) and matched these observations with emergent individual behavior
(RQ1.2) regarding spatial awareness and spatial referencing (RQ1.3). The most dominant coupling
style in our analysis was SIDC, which was previously documented for co-located and remote
collaboration [42]. However, we further distinguish between participants looking at di�erent
screens (SIDC-DW) and both participants looking at their individual desktop screen (SIDC-DD). For
SIDC-DW, we did not observe behaviors that usually only occur during co-located collaboration.
Yet, for SIDC-DD, we observed participants in several situations not sitting down but standing next
to the chair at the desktop screen, as the chair was virtually occupied by the remote participant. This
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is interesting, as this imitates natural spatial and social relationships (e.g., proxemics and spatial
awareness) between local and remote collaborators that are typical for co-located collaboration.

Possible causes for these behaviors could be the perception of the avatar sitting on the chair or
that the remote participant’s gaze ray disturbs when both participants are simultaneously sitting
on the chair (as described by two participants for situations where both participants were at the
same position). Although the second reason is not desirable, in both cases these behaviors would
have been observed because the local participant was aware that the remote participant was sitting
at the desktop. We interpret these behaviors (during SIDC-DD) as indicators that attributes of
co-located collaboration (e.g., spatial awareness) were introduced by Re-locations. Our �ndings,
however, are ambiguous for this: While, in the mean, participants similarly frequently sat on a
free chair as on an virtually occupied chair, they stood next to the chair much more often when
it was occupied than when it was free, and they never interacted with the desktop screen while
standing when the chair was free. Future research, therefore, should further investigate this by
(1) systematically comparing the in�uence of di�erent attributes of user representations (e.g. visual
or auditory cues) on spatial awareness, (2) controlling session duration as this might in�uence
collaborative �ow, and (3) using di�erent study tasks that further increase the demand for spatial
awareness and coordination (e.g., creative tasks).

From a methodological perspective, being able to classify remote collaboration facilitated by Re-
locations with a coding scheme based on hybrid collaboration (Neumayr et al.’s coupling styles [42])
with only minor adaptations (adding a modi�er for styles SIDC and SIDD) leads to at least two
explanations: Either the de�nitions of the used coupling styles are general enough that they also
cover remote collaboration facilitated by Re-locations or the prototypical implementation of the
concept introduced attributes of co-located activities. Indeed, we observed coupling styles VE and
SV, which as of yet were only documented for co-located collaboration (cf. Neumayr et al. [42]).

A common behavior that occurred several times during VE was that participants were working
on di�erent screens, while one of them observed the other and commented or guided on their
activities, which further indicated spatial awareness including spatial referencing activities. The
content of the whiteboard screen was synced and therefore allowed participants to catch their
partner’s attention (cf. [18]) e.g., by wiggling with sticky notes – enabling some form of awareness.
However, we also observed situations in which participants commented on the behavior of the
remote participant without interaction at the whiteboard screen of the remote participant (see
example situation in Figure 13). Furthermore, participants used pointing gestures, although the
prototypical implementation of Re-locations does not support the transmission of gestures to the
remote site (i.e., the avatars’ arms were not moving) – a behavior that probably does not occur
when users usually share their screen remotely (e.g., using Zoom). Additionally, the majority
of participants mentioned missing gestures (e.g., as pointing technique) during the interview.
Future research, therefore, should support pointing gestures if possible. Building on recent research
that studied the interpretability of deictic gestures in VR [34], it would be interesting to study
pointing gestures (1) within same Re-locations, (2) across di�erent Re-locations, but also (3) on other
task-related aspects (e.g., user representations or physical devices).
The coupling style SV only occurred while both participants were located at the whiteboard

screen. Here, participants bene�ted from both, the awareness cues provided by the Re-locations (e.g.,
gaze ray and spatial audio) and by the synchronization of the whiteboard screen that allowed to
grab attention by e.g., wiggling with sticky notes. Therefore, �ndings can not be clearly attributed
to the Re-locations alone. Additionally, working at the same screen does not necessarily reap the
whole potential of the Re-location concept (e.g., spatial referencing for incongruent spaces), it
still supports collaborative activities on physical devices that were as of yet only documented for
co-located activities [42] by providing spatial awareness cues (i.e., visual and auditory) about the
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collaborator’s location and activities. While the majority of participants rated the gaze ray as a
helpful tool, two participants described the gaze ray as sometimes disturbing in situations where
both participants were at the same position (a typical situation for SV). Therefore, future research
should investigate ways to create awareness on collaborators’ gaze by dynamically transitioning to
an alternative gaze visualization (e.g., a simple dot on the screen) when collaborators are to close
or “inside” each other (i.e., both participants have the same position and orientation).

6.2 RQ2: Presence

The intended illusion of the Re-locations concept was that the participants had the feeling they
work in the same space (i.e., virtually co-located). Indeed, the TPI questions regarding the feeling of
being in the same place were rated positively, indicating the general potential of the Re-locations
concept. However, future work is necessary to investigate whether this �nding can be attributed to
spatial audio, the avatar representation, or the spatial arrangement of workspaces.

Participants rated the perceived sense of social presence and social richness using the TPI (RQ2.1):
Results indicate that they had the sensation that they could see, hear, and interact with each other.
Also, results show that they had the feeling they had much control over the interaction. In the
interview, twelve participants also mentioned they felt as they were in the same room, indicating
some sense of social presence. That the participants did not make eye contact with people they saw
or heard, is very likely due to the fact that the avatar misses facial attributes (e.g., eyes).
However, the ratings on the perceived sense of spatial presence have a wide range, indicating

mixed experiences (RQ2.1). Most participants answered in the interview that they always knew
where the team partner was, which indicates a sense of spatial presence. Also observed situations,
in which participants stood next to the chair while it was (virtually) occupied, indicate a sense of
spatial presence. Interestingly, the spatial presence question regarding spatial audio was answered
rather positively. This result is consistent with the interview statements, where over half of the
participants noticed the spatial audio feature. One participant mentioned explicitly that spatial
audio was the reason they knew where the team partner was (RQ2.2). Further, many participants
felt (more) as they were in the same room but could not precisely articulate why. Therefore, spatial
audio was possibly the reason for this feeling. Moreover, the participants had the feeling that the
remote person was talking with them directly. Therefore, spatial audio might have heavily impacted
di�erent dimensions of presence. We see spatial audio as a promising approach to complement
the visual components of AR – e.g. as an auditive o�-screen technique to raise awareness to other
users’ locations in a room. Future research, therefore, could further investigate spatial audio (1) by
studying the bene�ts of head-mounted spatial audio (i.e., dynamic) vs. stationary spatial audio
(i.e., �xed speakers at workspaces) on spatial awareness, (2) by studying its in�uence on hybrid
collaboration (i.e., a combination of co-located and remote collaborators), and (3) by systematically
analyzing the e�ects of spatial audio on di�erent aspects of presence (e.g., social or spatial presence).

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The overall goal of our user study was to understand how Re-locations can facilitate remote
collaboration in incongruent spaces. For this, we implemented an initial prototype that allowed
us to explore how collaboration can unfold in such environments. Therefore, the user study was
intentionally explorative rather than comparative. This limits the generalizability of the �ndings
of our user study. In future work, we want to further investigate the concept (as described in
section 6) by (1) systematically comparing the in�uence of di�erent attributes of the concept on
spatial awareness, (2) controlling session duration, and (3) using study tasks that further increase
the demand for spatial awareness and coordination. For the initial exploration of the concept, we
chose to use two common room layouts for our user study: L-shape and back-to-back. However, in
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reality, room layouts might di�er more heavily in their position, distance, and orientation. Here,
larger distances between Re-locations could lead to a reduced spatial awareness when collaborators
are outside or between Re-locations. For these situations, future work should investigate ways to
increase spatial awareness by e.g., providing audio feedback when entering or leaving a Re-location
or visually representing users that are currently not within a Re-location (e.g., inspired by common
o�-screen visualizations).
As part of the user study, we invited mainly students that knew each other before to solve

an authentic collaborative task. Collaboration with unfamiliar collaborators might be di�erent
– e.g., it might include longer phases of getting to know each other but it might also lead to
rather loosely-coupled parallel work, depending on the task at hand. Here, a rather abstract task
(e.g., as used by [2, 29]) might be suitable to control session duration – yet missing negotiation
between participants might also lead to loosely-coupled parallel work, reducing the need for spatial
awareness. A potential alternative task that might lead to longer discussion and negotiation phases,
which was studied in-depth by previous research (e.g., [42, 63]) is the Stegosaurus task [17]. We
deliberately decided against using this task for our user study due to extended task completion
times that might result in discomfort and fatigue when wearing current o�-the-shelf AR HMDs.
However, with the advent of more comfortable AR HMDs, future work should investigate how
a rather high task di�culty and extended task duration might in�uence collaborative activities
facilitated by Re-locations.
Additionally, the size of Re-locations for our user study was the same for both screens (see

Figure 9). While our pre-tests showed that this size allows both participants to comfortably stand or
sit within the same Re-location, it does not necessarily re�ect the in�uence of the size and semantic
meaning of personal and shared workspaces. Here, future research should carefully investigate
(1) di�erent or even dynamic sizes for Re-locations (based on aspects of proxemics [16, 19, 33]) and
(2) how participants can further con�gure and utilize personal and shared workspaces (based on
aspects of territoriality [50]).

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the concept of Re-locations, a method for enabling remote collaboration
with augmented reality in incongruent spaces including multiple physical devices. We conducted an
exploratory user study with dyads using an authentic, collaborative task to investigate the in�uence
of Re-locations on the collaborative behavior and the subjective perception of presence. The results
indicate that Re-locations introduce attributes of co-located collaboration like spatial awareness
and social presence. Furthermore, the results suggest that with Re-locations, participants adopted
collaborative activities that could be classi�ed with coupling styles previously only documented
for co-located collaboration [42] and they had the feeling to work in the same space, although the
room layouts di�ered. Therefore, future research should further investigate the concept and its
individual components by systematically comparing the in�uence of the di�erent attributes on
spatial awareness. Finally, the study showed the potential of spatial audio for remote collaboration
in AR. It could be used as an auditive o�-screen technique to raise awareness on the remote user’s
position in the room and should be further investigated in future studies.
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